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Remembering the foundations… being fully you,

connecting to the deepest parts of you before

you embark on any sort of audience

acquisition strategy. There are no rules, only

what is true for you, your desires, and what

your Soul is being called to. 

 

Let go of what you think you should be doing. 

 

Allow energy to flow from you and to you,

using Money Codes or any energy body

understanding you’ve got by this point in the

programme. 

 

Communication IS the vibe of the Aquarian age

so we don’t need to make this process hard or

put any conditioned out-dated beliefs in front

of us, creating unnecessary hurdles. The

energy of NOW is asking us to connect,

communicate and create community. 
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Beyond that… you understand energy at this

point from doing the energy body work with

me. You can speak to the intricacies of

energies in ways that create instant deeper

connections and life time customers and

audiences beyond what any funnel, sales page,

or lead gen system can create for you.

 

It’s YOUR unique experience of life to this

point, including the depth of your knowledge

that you’re acquiring in and through this

container that is giving you the edge / the

advantage / the depth and capacity to

connect, communicate with, and convert

people into clients like never before. 

 

The understanding you have of your Self gives

you greater capacity to understand others

and to help them feel understood by you. The

mutual understanding is the personal

connection that makes all the difference. 

Lock this in: 

The Aquarian Age is facilitating and

catalysing my rapidly growing audience /

community / tribe / client base 

(whatever word feels good for you).
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The Reaching

Notes:

 

 
When you find yourself seeking to ‘get more’

from where you are, rather than stepping into

the place of having already received,

remember:

 

Energy FIRST. Then Strategy. 

 

When setting the intention to build and grow

the audience, come from the being first, not

the doing. With all strategic things we do,

come from the energetic place of having

already received the outcome of that

intention, and not from the energetic place of

reaching / stretching / striving to achieve

that thing. 

 



 

Avoid “this is how I’m going to get to my XYZ

audience”, and creating a strategy which

requires you to stretch / reach etc, because

this only holds the vibration of what you

don’t currently have, and what you’re lacking,

i.e. scarcity vibes… energy body 2 disconnect. 

 

Energy work first…. 

Shift to the other side of having already

received your XYZ audience. 

 

And ask: 

As the woman who already has the audience of

your dreams, how do you show up, what are

your actions? Be connected to that place,

rather than disconnecting from your desire

because you’re acting from a place of not yet

having what you want. 

 

 

Note: Have you got clarity around who your

audience are and what your relationship is

with them in the fully expressed fully filled

up version of your life & biz?
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Audience Acquisition in the Aquarian Age isn’t

about “getting” more leads / more clients etc -

that’s a very ME not WE vibe. 

 

Instead it’s about BEING the hub, the centre,

the force of gravity, the magnet, the heart

space wide open space for receiving

communication and Aquarian conversation. It’s

about creating spaces for others to enter to

feel part of a community where they too can

be fully themselves and openly expressive in

their evolving identity and expression in this

new age. 
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In creating space for others to claim and

express the fullest version of themselves,

give yourself grace to get super clear on who

YOU are in this role as an Aquarian Audience

Acquistionist, e.g.:

 

People save and share my content

 

My emails inspire

 

My followers watch my stories every day to

listen to what I have to say

 

I know and trust that people are watching,

absorbing etc even if they aren’t commenting

or liking

 

I’m aware that I don’t always comment or

like… it’s nothing to do with the content I’m

watching, sometimes I’m just distracted / busy

/ don’t think to! 

 

(My people are likely like this too, it’s not a

personal reflection on me or my content)
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Etc etc you get the drift! Decide who YOU are

and also decide how your reality works for

you in this respect, so that you’re not

subscribing to stories that don’t work for you.

 

Create new stories and truths for how people

find you, interact with you, work with you,

learn from you, refer you etc etc.

 

Be mindful of separating the energy work from

the strategy work. Coming at audience growth

purely from a strategy mindset is only going

to yield frustrating results. 
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How am I coming at my audience acquisition

strategy at the moment? What are my

thoughts and beliefs around it?

 

How does “Aquarian Me” create content,

communicate, call in and connect with my

audience?
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Journal / ponder prompt: 
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Communicating the message

Speak what’s true for you, what you need to

hear, what needs to come through you… not a

strategic piece on what is going to speak to /

convert your audience. 

 

Know and trust that whatever comes through

you, even if it seems simplistic / mundane /

repetitive to you that someone always needs

to hear it. It’s usually the stuff you don’t

expect to resonate that gains a lot of

traction (because you don’t have attachment

to it being a converting piece of content…

hello… you know how this energy shit works

now)

Notes:
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Write / speak / share as if you’ve got all the

eyes on you and ignore the fucking numbers.

Paying attention to the numbers is about as

smart as listening to our global governments

on just about everything… nonsensical,

illogical, ego-triggering, trauma-inducing,

completely irrelevant and superfluous to the

Aquarian age. 

 

Be mindful that you don’t allow the numbers

to take you back to that place of reaching

from a place of what you don’t have, from a

place of scarcity / lack / not yet having etc.

We always want to be operating from the

energy and frequency of already embodying

the Aquarian way.  Slipping back into the

reaching will change the tone of the message

and the energy of those you attract.

 

You’re all conscious enough to know the

dangers of judging yourself by the number on

the weighing scales… why would engagement /

viewing / open rate numbers be any different?

They don’t mean anything. Those numbers don’t

impact your money flow. 
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Let the message do what it needs to do. You

are not responsible FOR the message, you are

just responsible for DELIVERING the message.

Huge difference. The message isn’t about you

either, it’s just about what needs to come

through you. The message has its own energy,

it’s own intentions, it’s own muse, and it’s own

magnet for getting to the right people.

 

Don’t allow yourself to become too attached

to or hung up on what the days message is…

know and trust that when you require a

message to come through you, it comes

through you, and it’s always the right message

at the right time for the right people. 

 

The foundation of your message will always

be the same: Your Soul Mission / Destiny /

Purpose.
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The Doing Bit

he most important part of doing is doing 100%

you, whether that’s using ICICME, making daily /

weekly / monthly commitments… relationships

are built on reliability, train yourself and

your audience to know what to expect from

you. These are the structural pieces that can

hold your flow rather than restrict your

flow (because we know some structural

pieces do more to hinder than to help).

 

I’ve found over the years that the more human

I am, the more my audience see of me, my life,

me being a human being... the more engagement

& traction I get. I’m using IG stories more and

more to do “behind the scenes of my life”

stories, emails for the sales pieces, and live

videos / reels / IGTVs for the info pieces. That

way I have it all covered… real being me

content, informative sharing knowledge type

content, and sales content. 

 

Notes:
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Frequent emails (you pick the frequency

that works best for you)

Frequent livestreams (as above)

FB/IG stories (content to suit)

Other social platforms - YouTube, Pinterest,

Twitter, Tannoi etc

Blogs

Interviews on other people’s platforms and

podcasts

Paid ads to freebie / opt-in / lead magnet

SLO funnel

Referral scheme

Affiliate schemes

This is what I’ve figured works for ME. You find

what works for you. 

 

People buy people, not necessarily solutions

to problems. Everyone has a solution to a

problem these days (we’ve just wrapped the

Piscean age). The Aquarian age is so much more

focused on building community and

relationships and BEING-ness. 

 

Options for doing:

 

 

 



 

When extending the invitation to evolve from

audience to client, remember to be fully

unapologetic in your expression of your Soul

work. Speak from the full Soul connect and

don’t miss anything out. 

 

 

Audio Training
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kmf7PNol

XfEdqjF2idxedkODEIrmorxg/view?

usp=sharing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kmf7PNolXfEdqjF2idxedkODEIrmorxg/view?usp=sharing


 


